• Slim, sleek design for on the go.
• Features two full-sized, magnetized wells for endless customization.
• Perfectly sized to fit in a handbag or tote.
• Features a large mirror for easy touch-ups.

New! Mary Kay Perfect Palette™, (unfilled) $18
Color products and applicators sold separately

A Perfectly Sized TOUCH-UP KIT

Iconic. Stylish. The must-have, modern Mary Kay® color accessory.
Customize your Mary Kay® Perfect Palette™ using these ideas for on-the-go glamour.

FLAWLESS FOUNDATION (back)
Add your favorite shade of Mary Kay® Sheer Mineral Pressed Powder with a palette powder brush or Endless Performance® Crème-to-Powder Foundation with a cosmetic sponge.

BRONZED BEAUTY (center left)
Get a summertime glow any time of the year. Stock your palette with Mary Kay Chromafusion™ Blush, Highlighter, Contour and Eye Shadow to get that “golden goddess” look.

5 O’CLOCK REFRESH (center right)
Pick six smoky and pink shades of Mary Kay Chromafusion™ Eye Shadow, your favorite Mary Kay Chromafusion™ Blush, plus two eye sponges.

PEACHY CONTOUR (front)
Sculpt and define your cheekbones with a contour that never quits. Pick your favorite shades of Mary Kay Chromafusion™ Blush, Highlighter, and Contour for natural-looking, long-lasting radiance. Don’t forget to include a palette cheek brush!

Price is suggested retail.